From our daily experience, we know that the repetition of practice is almost always required for the establishment of long-lasting memory. In more systematic behavior biological analyses, this is true. At the dawn of modern memory research, Ebbinghaus showed that repeated task performance decelerated the "forgetting curve" for a random list of meaningless words[@b1]. Pavlov presented a conditioning stimulus repeatedly to his dogs before establishing an association with an unconditioned stimulus[@b2]. This effect exists in invertebrates too, as repeated sensitisation of the *Aplysia*\'s gill withdrawal reflex prolongs the retention of memory[@b3]. In recent studies, it is reported that some molecules are also required to be activated repeatedly for memory consolidation: repeated activations of cAMP-MAPK signaling coupled with circadian rhythm are indicated to be necessary for memory consolidation *in vivo*[@b4][@b5][@b6]. To reveal the cellular mechanisms underlying this repetition-dependent consolidation of memory, an appropriate *in vitro* model is required, as LTP (*L*ong-*T*erm *P*otentiation) in acutely isolated hippocampus is powerful for unvailing cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying memory trace formation[@b7][@b8].

We previously found in the stable organotypic slice cultures of the rat hippocampus[@b9] that the enhancement of synaptic strength by a single induction of LTP by chemical means disappeared within 24 h but that three repeated LTP inductions with 3--24 h intervals lead to another phase of synaptic enhancement which develops slowly (after the disappearance of effect of the third LTP) and lasts for more than 3 weeks[@b10][@b11]. This synaptic enhancement is independent of cell survival but is accompanied by the formation of new synapses[@b10][@b11][@b12] requires protein synthesis[@b13], and is specific to the stimulated input pathway[@b14]. Electrical tetanization can replace chemical induction of LTP[@b14]. We name this novel long-lasting structural plasticity phenomenon RISE (*R*epetitive-LTP-*I*nduced *S*ynaptic *E*nhancement), and propose it as an *in vitro* model system for analyzing the cellular bases of the repetition-dependent consolidation of memory.

Here we examine the dynamics of each dendritic spine following RISE-producing stimulation in a time-sequenced manner, using slice cultures prepared from transgenic mice having fluorescence-labelled CA1 pyramidal neurons in their hippocampi. The questions we addressed here are: 1) whether or not the spines grow in number by simply increasing the rate of generation of spines; 2) what is occurring during an apparent latent period between the third LTP induction and the onset of spine number increase; 3) whether or not the spine dynamics is uniform irrespectively to the density of pre-existing spines. The first question is related to the fact that the spines are perpetually fluctuating[@b15]. The second question is related to the fact that there is a considerably long delay before the spine number increase becomes apparent[@b10][@b11][@b12]. The third question is related to a recently emerging theory of "clustered synaptogenesis" in which synapse formation is regulated not on a basis of individual synapse but on a basis of population of synapses[@b16][@b17][@b18]. Detailed description of spine dynamics leading to synaptogenesis should provide clues for understanding the subcellular mechanisms that underlie the repetition-dependent consolidation of memory.

Results
=======

Although there are multiple means for producing RISE[@b10][@b11][@b14], we chose here the application of forskolin (FK), since there is a report[@b4] that memory consolidation requires repeated PKA activations *in vivo*. This choice may allow better comparison of the results we obtain here with the previous knowledge. First we confirmed that FK (20 μM, 20 min) induces LTP in the Schaffer collateral-CA1 pyramidal cell synapses in mouse slice cultures as it does in rat slice cultures[@b8] ([Fig. 1a, b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Three repeated inductions of LTP at 6 h intervals was effective to produce RISE in mouse cultures as was the case of rat cultures. Moreover, the time-course of development of RISE, including an apparent delay between the third LTP and the onset of synaptic enhancement, was similar to that of rat cultures ([Fig. 1c, d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Single induction of LTP (indicated as "1FK") or repeated medium renewal (indicatd as "No stim") did not produce RISE-like synaptic enhancement.

Next we estimated the dynamics (generation and retraction) of individual dendritic spines by comparing two consecutive images obtained at regular intervals ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Without any stimulus, spines were generated and retracted continuously as previous reports showed in the cortex[@b19][@b20][@b21] ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). This stochastic behavior is also consistent with the rat cultures described by Yasumasu *et al*.[@b15] After repeated LTP inductions, however, a remarkable change in spine dynamics was seen. Even at poststimulus (PS) day 3, when no net change in the spine number was apparent yet, both the rates of generation and retraction of spines increased ([Fig. 2c, d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). At PS day 6, the rate of retraction returned to its prestimulus level, while that of generation sustained its high value, resulting in a net increase in spine density ([Fig. 2c, e](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). At PS day 10, the rate of generation also returned to its prestimulus level, resulting in equilibrium and therefore constant spine density from then on ([Fig. 2c, f](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus the increase in spine density resulted from a transient collapse in the dynamic equilibrium between spines\' generation and retraction. 1FK also showed slight increase of spine dynamics at PS day 3, though it was not significant. The spine dynamics returned to basal level already at PS day 6 ([Fig. 2b, e](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). This led to no net increase of spine density as shown in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.

We next examined electrophyologically whether newly generated spines are coupled with axon terminals to form functional synapses. We monitored miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSC), since the frequency of mEPSC should correlate with the number of functional synapses ([Fig. 3a, b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). At PS day 3, no increase in mEPSC frequency was recognized. At PS day 6, however, a significant increase was seen. This increase was maintained at PS day 10. Hence, it is highly probable that at least a portion of newly generated spines are accompanied by presynaptic terminals to form functional synapses. This guess is supported by a previous observation by Zito *et al*.[@b22] who showed new spines generated after glutamate application quickly became functional. The mean amplitude of the mEPSC did not show significant differences throughout the period of observation ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

We noticed that the density of existing spines was not uniform; the spine density varied considerably among cells, among dendrites of a single cell, and even among segments of a single dendrite ([Fig. 4a--c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore we re-examined the increased spine number (density) of the dendritic segment with respect to pre-existing spine density. As the first approach we divided the dendritic segments to high and low pre-existing spine density (HSD and LSD, respectively) populations, setting a boundary at 1.3 spines/μm dendrite, which approximated the mean spine density. As shown in [Fig. 4d and e](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the increase in spine density occurred only in the LSD segments (this is also true when the spine dynamics is seen by chasing individual dendritic segments; see [Supplementary Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} on line).

Next we chased the dynamics of individual spines. Spines\' fluctuation increased in both the LSD and HSD populations ([Fig. 5a, d](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). However, compared with the LSD segments, the magnitude of fluctuation in the HSD segments was smaller ([Fig. 5g](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) and the following imbalance in the rates of generation and retraction was smaller ([Fig. 5h](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), thus resulting in little net change in the spine density in 3FK as shown in [Fig. 4k](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. No stim and 1FK specimens showed little change in spine denstiy and spine dynamics in either LSD and HSD segments.

We examined the fate of pre-existing spines. The stability of pre-existing spines decreased after 3 inductions of LTP ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). This may correspond to a recent finding that synaptic activity decreases spine stability[@b23]. But the stability of spines was different between LSD and HSD segments; spines in LSD segments were more unstable. Medium renewal only (No stim) or the single induction of LTP (1FK) caused no change in spine stability either in LSD or HSD segments.

Our conclusion that the net increase in spine number is preceded by a phase in which the rates of both spine generation and retraction are elevated may be criticized as that imaging intervals adopted would be so large that the periods generation and retraction might not be resolved. Thus we chased individual spines at 1-day intervals, at the sacrifice of the whole period of observation (long observation with short intervals must be avoided for fear of photodynamic damages). As shown in [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, the rate of spine generation increased continuously increased until PS day 5, while that of retraction peaked at PS day 2--3, confirming that a period of increased generation and retraction does exist.

To know whether or not the spine number increase proceeds automatically once it is triggered irrespectively to the neuronal activity, we applied tetrodotoxin (TTX) to block spontaneous activity at PS day 4--5 (for 24 h). As shown [Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}, the spine number increase was prohibited, suggesting that the spontaneous activity of neurons is necessary for the development of RISE.

Discussion
==========

To the questions we addressed here, answers are: 1) the dendritic spines increases in number following two phases; the first phase with increased rates of both generation and retraction followed by the second with earlier cessation of spine retraction; 2) the apparent latent period corresponds to the first phase where no net increase in synapse number is resulted yet; 3) the spine dynamics markedly depends on the pre-existing spine density in the vicinity.

Elevated fluctuation was reported to occur immediately after single induction of electrical LTP[@b23]. In the present study, however, elevated fluctuation was not significant after single induction of chemical LTP. This discrepancy may be derived from difference in the means of LTP induction, not only electrical versus chemical, but local versus global. Due to the nature of synaptic homeostasis or scaling (the tendency to keep total synapse number of a cell constant)[@b24], the drive to increase the synapse number might be lower in the case of global stimulation. Nevertheless, the synapse number is increased by repeated inductions of LTP.

The molecular mechanisms underlying the elevated fluctuation followed by earlier cessation of retraction are undetermined. Since spine dynamics is coupled directly to cytoskeleton dynamics, time-sequence survey on actin and actin-associated proteins should provide wealth of information[@b15][@b25]. For discussion on the upstream mechanisms that regulate those cytoskeletal elements, our result on the necessity of spontaneous activity in the period of transition from the elevated fluctuation phase to the biased fluctuation phase is suggestive ([Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}; the inhibition of spontateous firing by TTX during PS day 4--5 blocked the development of RISE). Calcium entry may be critical, since Ca^2+^ is known to regulate a variety of cytoskeletal elements.

Criticism may arise what activity of the brain *in vivo* corresponds to that spontaneous activity. Behavioral biological studies report the involvement of theta wave and gamma oscillation in memory formation and retrieval[@b26][@b27]. Impairment of sharp wave-ripple interferes with memory-related behavior[@b28]. One or some of these brain activities can be related to the spine dynamics.

Another notable finding in the present study is that the above-mentioned spine dynamics leading to the net spine increase depends on the density of pre-existing spines in the vicinity. Since RISE is produced by repetitive inductions of LTP, it is possible that the dependency of RISE on pre-existing spine density would be due to the dependency of LTP *per se* on pre-existing spine density. However, our preliminary examination reveals no such dependency in LTP (see [Supplementary Fig. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} on line; LTP, in which LTP, monitored by an immediate enlargement of spine size, occurred irrespectively to the pre-existing spine density in the vicinity).

The classification of existing spine density to high and low is arbitrary. When we plotted the net spine density increase (spine density at PS day 10 minus that at PS day −1) as a function of spine number at PS day −1, the dependency was not dichotomous but gradual (see [Supplementray Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} on line). For simplicity, however, we use the dichotomous classification to high and low in this report.

The border we set to classify the spine density was 1.3 spines/μm, the mean spine density in the present cultures. But when we probatively measured the mean dendritic spine density of CA1 pyramidal neurons from the Thy1-YFP H line mice *in vivo*, it was \~1.4 spines/μm for both young (3 weeks) and mature (3 months) individuals (see [Supplementary Fig. S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} on line), which was quite similar to the value we obtained in culture. This suggests the existence of an intrinsic limit of spine density.

Since high activity induces spinogenesis, a segment with high spine density should mean that the segment experienced high activity in past times. Then, would there be saturation of memory, like a fully-written compact disc? In this context, a process for reducing synaptic density becomes important. We reported previously that the repeated inductions of LTD instead of LTP lead to a long-lasting lowering of synaptic strength coupled with synapse elimination, a phenomenon distinct from single LTD[@b29][@b30][@b31]. It is of interest whether this elimination would occur preferentially in high spine density segments.

The dependency of spine formation on existing spine density should mean that structural synaptic plasticity is regulated not on the basis of individual spines but on the basis of dendritic segments. This theory of "clustered synaptogenesis"[@b16] emerging recently is often discussed in relation to the convergence of input fibers onto vicinal dendritic loci[@b17]. In the present study, however, synapses are stimulated globally, nevertheless spines are formed inhomogeneously. This may suggest that the clustered synaptogenesis would be independent of input convergence but regluated by other factors, such as a limited supply of materials for spine growth.

Methods
=======

Organotypic slice culture of the mouse hippocampus
--------------------------------------------------

Organotypic slice cultures of the hippocampus were prepared from Thy1-YFP H line mice[@b32]. The mice (listed as B6.Cg-Tg(Thy1-YFP)HJrs/J; stock number 003782 in the supplier\'s catalog) were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Maine). The procedures for preparing the cultures are the same as previously reported except for the thickness of slices[@b10]. Briefly, a newborn pup of either sex was anesthetised and sacrificed at postnatal 6--8 days. The hippocampus of either side was isolated and its dorso-ventrally central 1/3 portion was cut into slices with a McIllwain tissue chopper. For electrophysiological examinations, slices were made at 350 μm thickness. For morphological examinations, slices of 250 μm thickness were made to minimize overlapping images of multiple dendrites. Each slice was laid on a piece of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter (\~5 × 5 mm), which was placed in an insert of Millicell CF (Millipore) multiwell dish. The cultures were maintained in a fully humidified atmosphere of 34°C for 14--16 days for maturation before beginning experiments[@b33]. Culture medium, composed of 50% minimal essential medium of Hanks\' salt, 25% Hanks\' basal salt solution (HBSS) and 25% heat-inactivated horse serum (all from Gibco), was renewed every 3--4 days. The study was carried out in accordance with the Regulation on Animal Experiments of the Animal Experiments Committee of Osaka University. The protocol was approved by the Committee for Animal Experiments of the Osaka University Graduate School of Frontier Biosciences (No. 07-032).

Chemical LTP induction
----------------------

To achieve long-term maintenance of aseptic conditions, LTP was induced by chemical means. Forskolin (FK, Santa Cruz), an adenylyl cyclase activator and thus an L-LTP inducer, was dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide at 2 mmol/L for storage. For LTP induction, the slice culture 14--16 days *in vitro* (DIV) was exposed to HBSS containing 20 μM FK (prepared immediately before use). 20 min later, new culture medium was introduced to dilute FK. 340 min later, the second chemical LTP was induced in the same manner and the third chemical LTP was induced another 340 min later (stimulation proceduces took 12 h in total). The culture was maintained as before (this specimen is referred to as 3FK). Control specimens were prepared either by limiting the chemical LTP only once (referred to as "1FK") or by medium renewal alone (referred to as "No stim"). The timeline of experiment is diagrammatically shown in [Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. All manipulations were done at 34°C.

Electrophysiology
-----------------

Extracellular recording of CA1 neuron activity was performed conventionally[@b10]. Briefly, slice cultures at 14--15 DIV were transferred to a recording chamber and a glass microelectrode filled with ACSF (input resistance, 5--10 MΩ) was inserted into the CA1 pyramidal cell layer for recording and a monopolar electrode was placed to the CA3 cell layer for stimulation. Test stimulation pulses of 100 μs duration were delivered every 30 seconds to record field EPSP amplitude. Data were binned for 4 min and plotted.

The protocols for whole cell clamp recording were standard ones[@b11]. The recording was applied to the neurons of CA1 (recording was not necessarily made from a fluorescing cell). Pipette\'s inner solution consisted of \[mM\] 140 CsCl, 1 MgCl~2~, 2 Na~2~ATP, 10 HEPES, 10 EGTA buffered by CsOH at pH 7.2. To monitor miniature excitatory synaptic current (mEPSC), articitial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing 1 μM tetrodotoxin (TTX, Alomone), 25 μM aminophosphonovalerate (Tocris) and 10 μM bicuculine methiodide (Wako) was perfused. By clamping the membrane potential at −60 mV, collected current was fed to a MultiClamp 700A (Axon Instruments) amplifier, with digitization at 10 kHz and low-pass filtering at 2 kHz. The threshold for mEPSC detection was set at 3 pA. The amplitude and the frequency of mEPSC were analyzed from 100 events randomly selected from each neuron using Clampfit software (Molecular Devices). The slice served for electrophysiology was not returned to culture. Hence, the data shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} were obtained from separate slices. To minimize influence from the peculiarity of individual slices, the number of cells recorded from a single slice was three or less.

Microscopic morphometry
-----------------------

Laser confocal microscopy was applied to the first branch (emerging from the dendritic shaft) or the second branch (emerging from the first branch) of the apical dendrites of the CA1 pyramidal cells located within 1001 μm from the soma. To minimize the effect of culture medium exchange on spine dynamics, we fixed the timing of medium renewal at 3 days prior to observation. For long-term imaging, the first observation was performed one day before repeated FK applications (referred to as poststimulus \[PS\] day −1), the second observation at 3 days (referred to as PS day 3), the third at 6 days (PS day 6), and the final at 10 days after 3 FK-exposures (PS day 10). In case of examinations at 1-day intervals, however, no medium renewal was done up to PS day 5 for fear that the extremely frequent medium renewal would purturb the cells\' viability.

A laser-scanning confocal optics (Olympus FV300; single photon system) was mounted onto an Olympus IX71 inverted epifluorescence microscope equipped with a 60× water immersion objective lens (UplanSApo60, NA 1.20). On a thermostated stage (Tokai-hit, set at 34°C), a glass-bottom dish (Matsunami) was placed, within which the filter piece carrying a cultured slice was laid. 50 μl aliquot of the original culture medium was transferred onto the top of the slice to prevent drying and no medium perfusion was made during image acquisition. To avoid photobleaching of fluorescence, laser intensity was limited to 1--3% of maximum. Acquisition conditions were unchanged over different days of observation. In this optics system, 1 μm in the *X-Y* plane corresponds to 17 pixels, and the image size for long term spine observation was 60 μm × 60 μm. A YFP-positive pyramidal neuron sitting approximately in the center of CA1 *stratum pyramidale* was selected to acquire serial images at 0.75 μm *Z*-axis steps. After first imaging (PS day −1), a low magnified image was acquired and stacked into a two-dimensional plane for the aid of identifying the target cell in later examinations. In the cultures of 250 μm thickness, the tendency of flat dendritic arborization was prominent so that not many of the first and second dendritic branches ran obliquely in the *Z*-axis direction. Nevertheless, to minimize errors in spine density, we chose dendritc segments running for more than \~10 μm horizontally within three focal planes (central focal plane plus 1 step up and down the *Z*-axis).

Analyses were performed on an imageJ software, the number of spines was counted by a cell counter plugin and the length of dendrite was measured by segmented line tool from a raw picture under blind conditions. By comparing two images, a spine recognized in the present image but not in the previous one was referred to as "generated" and a spine recognized in the previous image but not in the present one was referred to as "retracted". A spine displaced laterally within 0.7 μm in appearance was judged identical. Although filopodia were rare in our preparation (probably because of well matured culture), we excluded filopodium-like protrusions from counting following conventional criteria[@b21]: head diameter ≤1.2× neck diameter or neck length ≥3× neck diameter. The rates of spine generation and retraction were represented as percentages to total the spine number in the segment under examination. Spine stability was determined by chasing the spines existing at PS day −1 and presented as percentage of remaining spines. The number of cells for monitoring in a single slice was less than 2. In total, we analyzed 22 slices for 3FK, 14 slices for 1FK, 14 slices for No stim, 13 slices for No stim/TTX, and 12 slices for 3FK/TTX. The number of spines chased in present study was 52119. Imaging procedures were completed within 30 min before the slice was returned to the original Millicell filter insert to continue culturing.

Statistic analysis
------------------

In all figures which include statistic comparisons, means ± standard errors of means are indicated. The number of specimens examined is indicated within each figure legend. For the comparison of two sample groups, a Welch\'s paired *t*-test assuming non-identical variance was applied. For the comparison of ≥3 sample groups, ANOVA followed by Bonferroni\'s test was applied. For the comparison of cumulative histograms, a Smirnov-Kormogorov test was applied. Statistically significant differences are shown as \* (for *P* \< 0.05), \*\* (for *P* \< 0.01), or \*\*\* (for *P* \< 0.001). Regression analysis was applied in case of necessity. Exact *P* values are indicated in the figures or figure legends.
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![Increase in spine density after 3 repeated inductions of chemical LTP in cultured mouse hippocampal slices.\
(a) Timeline of experimental procedures. The day of 3 LTP inductions ( = PS \[poststimulus\] day 0) typically corresponds to 17 DIV (days *in vitro*). Images were obtained 4 times at PS days −1, 3, 6 and 10. (b) Chemical inductions of LTP (representative recording). Note that the EPSP amplitude increases without any need of test stimuli. This nature is important, since we delivered no electric pulses for RISE production. (c) Representative time-sequenced images of dendritic segments. Plus and minus symbols in each picture indicate the spines generated and retracted, respectively, as determined by comparing 2 time-consecutive images. (d) Development of RISE after 3 LTP inductions. Note here that 3FK specimens show no net spine density increase at PS day 3. The numbers of dendritic segments examined are 30, 32 and 42, for No stim, 1FK and 3FK specimens, respectively. Statistic comparison was made by 2-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni\'s test. *P* values are 0.038 for \*1, 0.0057 for \*\*2 and 0.0098 for \*\*3.](srep01957-f1){#f1}

![Generation and retraction of spines after 3 repeated LTP inductions.\
(a--c) Spines generated (deep-coloured) and retracted (light-coloured) as scored by comparisons of 2 time-consecutive images. Broken lines represent the level of constant fluctuation (the value plotted at PS day 3 of No stim specimens). The numbers of dendritic segments examined are 30, 32 and 42, for No stim, 1FK and 3FK specimens, respectively. Statistic comparison was made by paired *t*-test for (a--c) for each time point. *P* value is 1.3 × 10^−5^ for \*\*\*1 (and \*\*\*6). (d--f) Data re-plotted by matching timings for comparison among varied stimulus conditions. Statistic comparison was made by 2-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni\'s test. *P* values are 7.7 × 10^−4^ for \*\*\*2, 4.0 × 10^−5^, for \*\*\*3, 0.0012 for \*\*4 and 0.0021 for \*\*5.](srep01957-f2){#f2}

![Assessment of functionality of new spines.\
Increased occurrence of spontaneous miniature EPSC after 3 LTP inductions is shown. (a) Example recordings. (b) Cumulative probability histograms of mEPSC frequency. As plotted with respect to inter-event-interval (deliminated by 200 ms bins), a leftward shift of the histogram means more frequent occurrence of mEPSC. The number of neurons examined are 15, 20, 22 and 24, for 3FK PS day 3, 6, 10 and No stim specimens, respectively. Statistc comparison was made by Kormogolov-Smirnov test. *P* values are 3.1 × 10^−9^ for \*\*\*1 and 2.7 × 10^−8^ for \*\*\*2. (c) Mean mEPSC amplitudes showing no remarkable changes after 3FK exposures. Sample numbers are the same as in (b). Statistic comparison was made by 2-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni test, but no difference was detected.](srep01957-f3){#f3}

![Spine density increase classified with respect to pre-existing spine density.\
(a) Images (*Z*-stacked) of a representative cell viewed under a low power. (b, c) High power images of the boxed area in (a) obtained at PS day −1 and PS day 10. Brackets enclose examples of dendritc segments with high and low pre-existing spine densities (referred to as HSD and LSD, respectively). Yellow dots beside the segments indicate spines scored. (d, e) Average spine density changes in LSD and HSD dendritic segments. The numbers of LSD dendritic segments examined are 28, 23, and 31, for No stim, 1FK and 3FK specimens, respectively. The number of HSD segments examined are 16, 16 and 20, for No stim, 1FK and 3FK specimens, respectively. Statistic comparison was made by 2-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni\'s test. *P* values are 0.043 for \*1, 0.018 for \*2 and 0.016 for \*3.](srep01957-f4){#f4}

![Dynamics of individual spines with dendritic segments classified by pre-existing spine density.\
(a--c) Dynamics of spines residing on LSD segments. The numbers of segments examined are 14, 11 and 15, for No stim, 1FK and 3FK specimens, respectively. (d--f) Dynamics of spines residing on HSD segments. The numbers of segments examined are 15, 12 and 16, for No stim, 1FK and 3FK specimens, respectively. (g--i) Data re-plotted by matching timings for comparison of LSD and HSD segments. Statistic comparison was made by 2-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni\'s test for comparison among 3 sample groups. *P* values are 0.036 for \*1, 4.4 × 10^−4^ for \*\*\*2, 1.9 × 10^−4^ for \*\*\*3, 0.011 for \*4, 0.0029 for \*\*6 and 0.040 for \*7. Statistic comparison between 2 sample groups was made by paired *t*-test. *P* values are 4.9 × 10^−6^ for \*\*\*5 (and \*\*\*12), 0.034 for \*8 (and \*13), 0.011 for \*9, 0.0081 for \*\*10 and 8.5 × 10^−5^ for \*\*\*11.](srep01957-f5){#f5}

![Difference in spine survival in LSD and HSD segments.\
(a) An example dendritic segment showing the protocol of spine chasing. Yellow dots are the spines that are present in the image of PS day −1 and remaining in the following days. (b) The survival rates of spines with stimulation protocols classified but spine densities unclassified. (c--e) The survial rates of spines with spine densities classified into high (HSD) and low (LSD). In (b--e), the numbers of dendritic segments examined are 30, 32 and 42, for No stim, 1FK and 3FK specimens, respectively. Statistic comparison was made by 2-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni\'s test for each time point. *P* values are 2.3 × 10^−4^ for \*\*\*1, 0.0067 for \*\*2, 0.011 for \*3, 0.044 for \*4, 0.0016 for \*\*5, 0.027 for \*6 and 0.021 for \*7.](srep01957-f6){#f6}

![Spine dynamics as monitored at 1-day intervals after 3 LTP inductions.\
(a) Timeline of experimental procedures. (b) Representative images of a dendrite. Scale bar indicates 5 μm. (c, d) Rates of spine generation and retraction per day at the timing of PS day 2--3 as compared with those of unstimulated specimens (paired *t*-test). The numbers of dendritic spines (LSD only) examined are 18 (No stim) and 25 (Stimulated). *P* values are 0.045 for \*1 and 0.011 for \*2. (e) Comparisons between the rates of spine generation and retraction per day. The absolute values do not coincide with those in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, since some proportion of spines are generated and retracted quickly within the scoring intervals. The number of segments (LSD only) examined are 21, 25, 24 and 27 and 9, for PS day1--2, PS day2--3, PS day3--4, PS day4--5 and PS day 7--8 specimens, respectively. Statistic comparison, by paired *t*-test, was applied between generation and retraction. *P* value is 1.5 × 10^−4^ for \*\*\*3.](srep01957-f7){#f7}

![Requirement of spontaneous activity for the development of RISE.\
(a) Timeline of experimental procedures. Tetrodotoxin (TTX; 1 μM) was applied during the period indicated in gray to both No stim and 3FK specimens. (b) Time-sequenced images of representative dendritic segments. Scale bar indicates 5 μm. (c) TTX suppressed the increase in spine density. This result serves also as collateral evidence for the formation of functional synapses on the newly generated spines. The number of dendritic segments examined are 9 and 9, for No stim/TTX and 3FK/TTX samples, respectively. The data for 3FK are cited from [Fig. 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"} (ratios were re-calculated). Statistic comparison was made by 2-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni\'s test for each time point. *P* values are 8.8 × 10^−4^ for \*\*\*1, 4.4 × 10^−5^ for \*\*\*2, 5.2 × 10^−4^ for \*\*\*3 and 4.3 × 10^−5^ for \*\*\*4.](srep01957-f8){#f8}
